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Convention 2005: Ann Arbor, Michigan
by David Richard Farmer, H’89

“

farmer_ostbahn@hotmail.com

o have [built] oneself into
the structure of an undying
institution, to have aided in the
development of a priceless possession
of civilization, is to have lived not in
vain, but in perpetuity.”
These words, once spoken by
Elihu Root, exemplify the spirit of the
Alpha of Michigan, whose remarkable
story of perseverance and dogged
determination in the face of extinction
served as appropriate context for the
energy of this year’s annual convention
of the Sigma Phi.
The premature demise of a chapter is not foreign to those Sig alumni
from Williams and Hamilton. Indeed,
even the Alpha of Alphas has fought
the good fight. What makes the story
of the Alpha of Michigan so encouraging is that the young men of the Sigma
Phi did not let their chapter die.
Unlike the battles at Williams and
Hamilton, they controlled their destiny: lead and grow the chapter or
truly die. With generous support of
other Michigan Sigs, they rolled up
their sleeves and got to work.
As the weekend of September 16
dawned, the Ann Arbor Sigma Phi
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Seventies Sigs: A Very Good Ann Arbor Generation

Place was beautiful. Spirit was high.
The spirits were flowing. For those of
us who attended small, northeastern
Liberal Arts schools, being on campus
of a Big Ten university was thrilling.
The resources of this university are
incredible.
Everything was organized beautifully. The actives had thought of everything. As the hotels were away from
central campus, where Sigma Phi is
located, they had an on-demand shuttle service to the hotels. Not only was
this good opportunity to meet and
greet the actives, it made me realize

Saturday night’s banquet crowd at the Michigan Union

that we Sigs, even those of us “different
drummer” ones from the Beta, are
alike. Mon semblable mon frère!
Serious appreciator of “all things
barley & hops” that I am, I noted with
delight that the Weissbier glasses
Michigan provided as favors held a
much larger quantity than the petit
demi-tasse provided at the 2003
Convention!
Friday night was the setting for the
Hicks Oratory Contest. An enthusiastic
crowd was treated to Sigly viewpoints
from six young orators. Each speech
was delivered (Continued on Page 4)
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Message from the Chairman
by Marshall Solem, F’79

msolem@ZSassociates.com

t is with great anticipation and – to
be honest – a little trepidation that
I take the reins of the Society after
serving as an understudy (Vice
Chairman) to Grey Perry, C’56, and
Jim Jenkins, S’58, for the past 6 years.
As a whole, the Society stands on a
solid foundation at this time, one on
which we can build an exciting future.
What that future holds is really up to
us. I have several visions that I would
like to see come to fruition in the next
several years, but it’s crystal clear to me
that it will take more than myself and
the S&A Committee to accomplish
them. I will share a few of my visions
here, but I also want to hear your
thoughts and understand how you
would like to participate in shaping
the Sigma Phi Society in our future.
My first vision is that we open at
least one new chapter in the next 5
years, sooner if possible. As “guests” of
host universities and colleges, fraternities and sororities exist at the whim of
campus administrations, policies, and
political tides. We’ve all read of decisions by Hamilton and Union Colleges
in recent years to take away fraternity
housing. You can be proud that the
Society has put up good fights in each
of these cases; in fact, two of our
largest undergraduate chapters exist
on those campuses!
But I suspect there may come a
time when one of our host institutions
bans fraternities all together. To balance out such unfortunate (and
uncontrollable) situations, we need to
have a plan to grow our Society selectively on other, more welcoming campuses. We haven’t started a new chapter in over 50 years, so pulling it off
won’t be an easy task. It will take an
unprecedented abundance of alumni
involvement to be successful. Are you
interested and willing to help in some
way?
I have another vision: that all of
our existing chapters are as strong as
possible. Chapter strength can be
measured in many ways: membership
numbers, endowment, physical plant,
etc. We have learned time and again,

I

however, that there is a common foundation on which our most successful
and resilient chapters are built. That
foundation is alumni involvement. The
Michigan chapter provides the most
recent and poignant example. During
most of my time as a Sig, the Michigan
chapter has been a veritable Rock of
Gibraltar. It’s been characterized by a
large active chapter, solid finances, and
well attended alumni functions. When
alumni participation in managing the
chapter waned in the late 90’s and
beyond, the chapter suffered mightily.
Active numbers dove, finances waned,
and campus reputation suffered. But
bring some dedicated alumni back
into the picture, as they have in Ann
Arbor, and we are now witnessing a
measured, welcome turnaround. Our
September convention in Ann Arbor
provided ample proof.
We need dedicated alumni participation at all Sig chapters…and at the
national level. Participation does not
need to be onerous, nor a life sentence. It could be something as simple
as attending a dinner with the chapter,
taking an active to lunch, offering
career guidance, helping out with an
alumni housework day, or serving on
the local Alumni Board or S&A
Committee. If we spread the load by
widening the circle and including
many alumni, we can have a big impact
in strengthening our chapters. How
can you help us ensure your chapter is
as strong as possible?
My third vision is that Sigma Phi
leads all other fraternities in creating
an experience for our members that is
valuable, enriches lives, and is longlasting. With all the demands on students and all the distractions around
campus, it is far too easy for fraternities to revert to being merely boarding
houses with great social events. I
believe that Sigma Phi traditionally has
stayed above that, but I know that
we’re certainly not immune from the
tug of complacency. Our chapters
need to continue to keep academic
performance strong, stay involved in
campus leadership, and be active in

Marshall Solem, F’79

community service. Sigma Phi can
present great opportunities for our
Brothers to grow and develop. We cannot squander that important prospect.
At both the local and national level we
need to recruit the right men and provide them with opportunities and motivation to grow and develop into the
leaders we know they can be. It is
because I benefited so much from
Sigma Phi in these ways that I participate in the Society to the extent I do
today. But I don’t pretend to have all
the answers for how to ensure the
Society stays relevant to our brothers
amidst the complexities of our lives in
the 21st century. It follows that, if you
have any ideas to help us maintain and
grow the strength of the Society in this
regard, I’d love to hear them.
I look forward to the next few
years as Chairman, and I welcome your
active participation, with your chapter
or at the national level, in helping me
realize these visions. There is a brief
survey enclosed in this Flame that solicits your feedback on various aspects of
the Society and your thoughts for our
future. One great way to begin ratcheting up your participation is to tell us
what you think.
Esto Perpetua!
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An Interview With Marshall Solem
t the 2005 Convention, Marshall Solem,
F’79, was elected Society Chairman, succeeding Jim Jenkins, S’58. It’s one thing
to understand that we have a new leader, but
quite another to feel
we know something about that Brother.
Marshall earned his BBA degree from UWMadison in 1981. A principal in the
consulting firm of ZS Associates, Marshall
is an accomplished advisor to sales and
marketing executives of major medical device
companies. He makes his home in Highland
Park, Illinois, with Patti, his wife of 15 years
and Sig Sister. Marshall and Patti have twin
girls: Julia and Molly, age 7.
And how about “the Sigly side” of the
Society’s new man at the top? This interviewstyle Q&A should fill in some of the blanks.

A

1. When did you start at UW-Madison?
Fall 1977
2. When did you rush?
Fall 1978
3. Why did you decide to rush?
I never really decided to rush formally.
I just went to the house for a couple of
dinners and to watch football with fellow
baritone player in the UW Marching Band
(and later, pledge father) Brian Fieldler,
F’77. The next thing you know I was
sitting in the library across from the
President John Murphy, F’77 and Brian
getting a formal invitation to join. I
didn’t really realize until that night that
it was a “fraternity.” Instead, I thought I
had been visiting a friend at a private –
albeit beautiful! – house. I thought that
you needed some special connections
for in order to live there. Little did I know
that Brian would be that connection
for me.
4. Were you a serious Badger Sig
undergrad?
I was. I was Treasurer my first full
semester (fall ’79) in the house, followed
by House Manager, President, Pledge
Trainer and Swing Chair. I spent an entire
summer digging through and organizing
the chapter’s archives and updating the
“Book of Neumann” on how to run the
house and chapter. I still get requests for
copies of that stuff from the actives.
5. What did you perceive about Sig
alumni in your early days?
I was terrified and in awe of them...
I thought we would never meet their
expectations.

6. Do you remember a profound
undergrad experience?
Lots of them. Like going to Ann Arbor
for a hockey game with the band (I had
just initiated at the time…) and meeting
Chuck Heisinger, F’76 (going to B-school
in Ann Arbor) in a bar after the game.
After stumbling on the fact that we were
both Badger Sigs, he took me under his
wing and showed me the town and let me
crash on his couch instead of the floor of a
hotel room with 6 other band members.
Another one was attending the funeral of
A.C. Nielsen, F’16. It was incredible to be
in the presence of so many Sigs from multiple chapters paying tribute to a man to
whom the Society meant so much, and to
who the Wisconsin chapter owes an incredible debt of gratitude. A third involved
going to Convention at Union my senior
year and losing the Hicks Oratorical
Contest to my Wisconsin Sig Brother, Jay
Ralph, F’78. I hated losing…but knew right
away that the judges picked the best
speech.
7. Were you presented with strong
alumni examples as an active?
Man y... Rex Jones, F’72, Sam Moore,
F’70, George Ketterer, F’65, Bill Mills, F’70,
Tom Theis, F’67, Jeff Kunz, F’68, Eddy
Hutchins, F’65, and Don Walker, F’56.
Bless their hearts, most of these guys are
still going strong in managing the chapter
today. We need other alumni to fill their
shoes.
8. Why did you decide to become a
participative Badger alumnus?
I had so much fun as an active, I wanted to be sure that others got to share in the
experience. And I found it fun to participate as an alumnus as well.
9. How is it that you became such an
accomplished ritualist?
I always envied the abilities of Dick
Frazer, F’67, and Dan Goodman, F’69, to
perform in the dark. I had been in a lot of
plays in high school, so I knew I could get
the memorization down. My chance came
at one point during senior year, when we
had a pledge who missed his initiation. We
initiated him a week later than the rest of
his class. Because most of our luminaries at
the time came from out of town, we needed Sigs from Madison to do the various
luminary parts. So I memorized the main
part, and have been participating as a luminary at various chapters ever since.

10. For you, is there a compelling part
of the Sig ritual?
It’s all in the First Charge. What an awesome piece!
11. What do you bring to Society
leadership?
Others are probably in a better position
to answer this than I, but I hope they
would suggest such things as passion,

organization and commitment.
12. Please relate one inspiring Sig
moment/ experience.
During the 1980 Union convention, I
remember gathering around the piano at
the Place and Sig songs with Vermont Sigs
Chet Eaton, V’30, Bob Pond, V’40, and Pug
Maurice, V’36. That was the time when it
really hit me that we are one national
Society, not just a bunch of individual
chapters with a common name. To see
those three stellar Sigs, easily my grandfather’s age, still active and enthusiastic,
told me in a big way that membership in
this Society really is for life.
13. What’s one thing you want actives
to know about Sigma Phi?
If we don’t rush effectively, we cannot
sustain our chapters. Rush never ends,
despite what your IFC may say. The best
way to interest men in joining Sigma Phi is
to take a sincere interest in them as individuals. This happens most effectively in oneon-one conversations before or after dinner, over lunch, or playing a game like
backgammon or poker, not at a huge party.
14. Similar message for our alumni?
If it were not for our alumni, Sigma Phi
would not be here. Alumni support back in
the day allowed each of us to experience
and enjoy Sigma Phi as undergraduates.
Like our forebears, we must take an active
role in supporting this Society if we entertain any hope that our children and grandchildren have the opportunity to experience Sigma Phi. Your active involvement in
helping to run our chapters and the
Society (no matter how big or small your
role) can be as much fun today as it was as
an undergrad, and your contributions will
make a HUGE impact on our chapters’
success. Talk to your Sig contemporaries
and see how each of you can help be part
of crafting Sigma Phi’s future.

Need more info? E-mail Marshall at
msolem@ZSassociates.com.
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Convention (Continued from Page 1:)
through the lens of an active, but the
feeling, the thought, and the passion
were all familiar to each Sig in the dining room audience. With Sig attendees
representing every decade from the
’40s forward, the themes delivered by
the Loquacious Six resonated with profound meaning to all eagerly-engaged
listeners. “Sigma Phi – throughout the
ages,” I thought.
Following the heartfelt, intelligent
speeches, the judges were forced to
decide which speeches finished in the
money. The winner – a sophomore
from the Western Lion - delivered his
speech in a style that would make T.S.
Eliot, a mainstay in the pledging
process of the Beta, proud. With powerful delivery of Friendship, Love, and
Truth in ear-pleasing verse, the winning speech set the stage for the
Conclave which followed. Hilarity and
mirth attended, to be sure!
Saturday featured diverse activities,
including the football game.
Apparently the four quarter thrashing
of Eastern Michigan which ensued
provided much redemption for the
Wolverines’ loss the previous week to
Notre Dame.
Those who did not dare the
cacophony of the “Big House”
remained at the Sigma Phi Place.
Some watched the game on the big
screen. Other chatted amicably. Still
others wandered the Sigma Phi Place
and remembered. This was a very
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meaningful part of the weekend; it was
a chance for alumni to recall their
undergraduate days, how they’ve traveled through life, and how Sigma Phi
has remained a constant part of their
lives throughout the years. Their relationships with Sigma Phi may have
changed over time, but the changes
have been integrated and in harmony.
At the banquet that evening at the
Michigan Union, Brothers were treated to an encore rendition of the victorious Hicks speech. It was as magical in
being delivered to 150 as it had been
the previous evening with a group of
45.
News of a Michigan capital campaign was announced from the podium. Toastmaster Bob Mersereau, M’74,
told of a remarkably generous gift
from his father, the later Bob
Mersereau, M’48, which would serve to
move that campaign along. This beautiful remembrance of the senior
Mersereau underscored what Elihu
Root had written about Sigma Phi. The
connection to the past, our present,
and the actives’ future was strengthened with this story. We all could feel
just what Esto Perpetua means. Never
Forget the Brother.
The actives of the Alpha of
Michigan prepared the Place in this
spirit, and I came away with the strong
impression it will survive and thrive.
For, wherever she is located, the Sigma
Phi survives and is strengthened
through individuals who believe in the
values and meanings of Sigma Phi.
That September weekend in Ann
Arbor, those individuals were present.
Their tireless efforts to keep the Sigma
Phi relevant, healthy, and in a position

of leadership serve as an example for
future generations.
Our departure on Sunday was bittersweet. I found myself saying a
reluctant “until the next time” to the
Alpha of Michigan on that beautiful
morning. Driving westward back home
to Chicago, a tune from my
days as a Beta pledge floated in and
out of my head…
When even-tide is ebbing
And night has flooded earth
And Dekes and Celts and Alpha Delts
Seek dens that gave them birth
The Jolly Sigs are stirring
They snuff the eager air
And joyfully they hasten to
The Western Lion’s Lair!
As I headed home, my batteries
were recharged and my head was full
of the fresh memories I’d made of
Sigma Phi. Journeying to the Alpha of
Michigan that splendid September
weekend was worth the effort.
Experiencing Sigma Phi at a chapter I
had never visited before and meeting
Sigs from different generations and
parts of the country underscored how
important Sigma Phi has been to me
throughout the years. Regardless of
location, the hospitality and warmth of
the Sigma Phi is recognizable and
familiar. It is always there to welcome
you home.
In that spirit, I encourage Brothers
to undertake the journey to next year’s
convention at the Beta. We’ll make
memories in Utica, too, for 2006 marks
the Beta’s 175th year. Like the 2005
Convention, it’s sure to be a wonderful, inviting celebration of Sigma Phi.
Esto Perpetua.

Kudos & Thanks…
…to the following Sigs for their articles, information or
suggestions supporting this issue of the Flame: Ross Blaufarb,
I’80, Charlie Boswell, G’47, Bill Cohen, F’90, David Farmer,
H’89, Randy Fields, H’81, Glenn George, C’82, Len Kagan,
U’66, Scott McCrae, V’82, Adam Moore, M’00, John
Pallone, L’83, David Pauls, M’65, Eric Scharfstein, U’93,
Marshall Solem, F’79 & Curt Wiser, I’70.
Issue after issue, we solicit Sig perspectives, and every one
that we publish improves the periodical in which it appears!
Contact co-editors Alvar Soosar, S’96 (alvar@alumni.virginia.edu), or Mike Imirie, M’69 (mimirie@aol.com) with
your feedback and/or suggestions.
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Convention ’05: What I Saw
by Scott McCrae, V’82, General Secretary
n my brief tenure as the Society’s
General Secretary, I have come to
learn that the job entails many
tasks - large, small, mundane, but often
exciting. Most importantly though, it
entails being the “man on the ground:”
the liaison between the active chapters
and Sig alumni.
Two months have past since the
National Convention at the Alpha of
Michigan. I witnessed so many things
from September 14 - 18, that I am just
now sorting it all out. So allow me if
you will to put pen to paper to tell you
what I saw.
I saw the actives scurrying around
all day Wednesday. They cleaned,
painted, put up beautifully done
Convention banners, raked, blew
leaves, pruned and tied up all the last
minute Convention details and tasks. I
saw Hal O’Kray, M’66, a very dedicated
alumnus, doing a final walk-through
the house to ensure things were ready
for the onslaught of Sigs and guests
who would shortly arrive. Hal ushered
me proudly through the Ann Arbor
house to show me all the projects and
renovations that had been completed
since my visit last January. New furniture and artwork graced the living
room and foyer. Leaky roofs were

I
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sealed, electrical switches and lighting fixtures
were repaired or
replaced and many
other TLC type items –
too numerous to mention – were completed.
I watched Nate
Ciccolo, M’02, and
Nick Schumacher,
M’04, cheerfully putting together convention packets until the
wee hours. I saw Bob
Mersereau, M’74,
Convention Co-chair,
Dick Penberthy, M’55, Deb Imirie, MSS’82, Jim Jenkins, S’58,
inspecting the grounds
Karen Allen, MSS’68 & Karen’s daughter, Anne
and finalizing transportation logistics. I witnessed an army ferent chapters telling stories and
laughing with one another.
of undergraduates working diligently
On Friday I saw the Sigma Phi
together as a well-oiled machine: waxEducational Foundation and the S&A
ing floors, painting staircases, washing
do what they do to ensure that the
windows and setting up for the
Society runs like a Swiss watch. I
Convention in general.
watched Sig actives from every chapter
On Thursday, I saw Michigan
alumni arriving at the Sigma Phi Place, fill the undergraduate workshop to
shaking hands, embracing, sharing sto- capacity in numbers I have not seen in
20 years. I wondered at a forty-foot pigries about their lives and just catching
roasting contraption, which yielded a
up. I watched our S&A delegates and
hearty, smoky feast for all! In the annumy fellow members of the Executive
al Hicks Oratorical Contest, I saw six
Committee arrive and do the same. I
young men from six different chapters
observed actives interacting from difdeliver six heartfelt and
eloquent oratories. I
enjoyed all the chapters
participating in a downstairs conclave with copious hilarity and mirth.
On Saturday, I was
one of perhaps 100,000
fans who watched
Michigan stomp Eastern
Michigan in football in UM’s stadium. Among the
many Sigs there, I saw
Charlie Boswell, G’47,
and Pete Harter, G’65,
who have been attending
National Conventions
together for 35 years.
After the game, I saw four
new Sig Sisters Swung into
the Society. Saturday
night I was part of a
(L to R) Nate Ciccolo, M’02, Ed Freiwald, M’02, HOH Aaron Herzog, M’04, Tony Cece, M’94, Ryan Johnson, M’99,
(Continued on Page 12)
Steve Rietzke, M’99, Mike Twigg, M’84, and Bob Mersereau, M’74
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Brothers Dig Deep at “Rock the Wood” Benefit
by Ross Blaufarb, I’80

rosbla@earthlink.net

hen duty calls, the Brothers
always come through. On
October 2, 2005, a large gaggle
of Sigs, family, and friends came to
Berkeley to raise over $30,000 for the
vital restoration or our beloved home,
the Greene & Greene brothers’ Thorsen
House. We’re lucky it’s so damn fun to
do good!
On a gorgeous fall afternoon in the
beautiful sun-burnished back yard of
2307 Piedmont Avenue, the restoration’s
Project Management Committee, in conjunction with Tex Currie Productions,
hosted a fundraiser to jump-start the
long process to fund our house’s future.
About 130 people attended, probably a
quarter of them Sigs. All attendees made
generous donations, especially Don Falk,
I’75, and Doug Kari, I’75. The singular
generosity of our late Brother, Barney
Rocca, I’34, continues to reward the
Society with his $1 for $2 matching gift
pledge towards our $3.5 million goal.
Thanks to the hard work of restoration
fundraising Chair Dell Hutchinson I’71,
all these donations are tax deductible.
The day was dedicated to Jon
Riewerts, I’70, who passed away in
August. Jon’s family (Leslie, August,
Rocky and Rita, Reagan, and Ryan)
graced our gathering and shared the
love and memories.
The occasion was a perfect excuse
for the much anticipated reunion of
renowned house band Short Notice
which used to play on the same sundrenched basketball court for the legendary “Daze of the ’60s” parties back in
the Carter-Reagan eras. There was less
tie-dye than back in the “daze,” but
everybody still had the same look of joy
as we met to laugh and dance, eat and

drink, and share
the bonds of
Sigma Phi at our
cherished teakwood retreat
which will be 100
years old in 2009.
The Short
Notice boys jetted in from
places as far away
as Spain to rock
the Brothers,
their families,
and friends for
this vital house
restoration
There were distinct and Sigly signs of life at 2307 Piedmont Avenue!
cause. Lead guithere. Jerry Barclay, I’71 and his wife &
tarist Barney Doyle, I’72, reminded us
Sig Sister, Caryn, kept the party running
that Jon Riewerts was the driving force
behind creating what was then called the smoothly. Impresario William “Tex”
Currie, I’72 oversaw the whole shebang
Silver Short Notices. This little known
with his usual wit, charm, and hospitality,
fact is very much in keeping with Jon’s
life-long role as a true catalyst in people’s even singing “Folsom Prison Blues” to
secure a donation pledge by Peter
lives. What better way to remember him
Wohlfeiler, I’72. A silent auction raised
than with music from the fruits of his
$1,400. Donors included Trinitas winery
wisdom?The musical lineup also includowner Matt Cline, I’80, who contributed
ed the return of lead guitarist and vocal
four magnums of wine, Ted Bosley, I’73,
stylist Mike Giachino, I’73, as well as Jon
who donated a copy of his book Greene
Blaufarb, I’77, on lead guitar, Jon’s
& Greene, John Callahan who donated a
younger-but-funnier-brother, Ross, I’80,
Goines poster, Caryn Combis and Jerry
on drums, Tom Saxby, I’79 on bass, and
Short Notice stalwarts Doug Shernock on Barclay, I’71, who donated a private dinner for six, Big Paw, who donated a case
guitar and vocals and Mike Emerson on
of vinegar and oil and Mark Patterson,
keyboards. Singer/songwriter Christine
I’74, who donated a vintage copy of
Lakeland sang several of her groovy
Rolling Stone magazine autographed by
blues numbers. As a 50th birthday presPete Townshend.
ent to Mark Patterson, the band perA BIG ‘thank you’ goes to the actives
formed a set of original songs penned by
for their help. After a huge party Friday
Mark and long time collaborator Lee
and Cal game day Saturday, they had the
Parvin, with Neil Young vocalist Nancy
house all set for the alums to take over
Hall showcased on “By Heart.” Patterson
on Sunday. “Back in the day, we used to
hinted that his new friends the Rolling
measure how many days we could party
Stones would make an appearin a row,” observed Dr. Zap from the
ance, but they never showed.
BBQ pit. “Now we measure parties by
Also at the party were Sig
how many days it takes to recover.”
Sister Mardell Blaufarb and
Our purpose - to make the house
Gerry Blaufarb who have been
live on for the next century of Brothers longtime supporters of “all
heightened the feeling of Sig love on this
things Sig” on the Left Coast.
balmy Berkeley afternoon. A couple of
The party crew was superb.
people even said they saw our dear
Curtis “Dr. Zap” Wiser, I’70,
departed Brother Richard “The Paw”
manned the grill, all smoky,
Pawson, I’70, smiling his approval.
smiley and full of Holy BBQ
Spirit. Dell kept the giving spir- Nothing was going to keep him from this
party. As Gregor Nelson, I’76, so insightit going throughout the day
Gregor Nelson I’76, Curtis Wiser, I’70, Jim Cope I’77, Pam
with well-timed announcements fully remarked, unexpected bonus of the
Blaufarb, and Darrell Hirashima, I’72
party was that (Continued on next page)
reminding us why we were

W
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Good News in Bethlehem: Alpha of PA Shows Signs of Life!
by Mike Imirie, M’69

mimirie@aol.com

I

t began as a whimsical web
search. If I put an imaginary but
familiar-sounding URL in my
browser – www.sigmaphi.com – what
would I get? Would I get any hits?
Any queries?
I tried it, and – much to my
surprise – I reached a very professional
looking, attractive site … run by the
alumni association of the Alpha of
Pennsylvania!
This site advertised a (then)
impending alumni reunion for Lehigh
Sigs of all ages. The reunion would
take place over the traditional LehighLafayette weekend (Nov 18-20), a
massive, enthusiastic homecoming
opportunity each year on Sayre Hill.
A closer look at the website disclosed a familiar name as webmaster:
John Pallone, L’83. A call to the evermodest Brother Pallone disclosed that
he had collaborated with Mark
Rothenberg, L’84, and Hans Irr, L’87,
to create an opportunity for the long
dormant alumni group to once again
“snuff the eager air.”
Mechanically, the weekend
revolved around the big football game,
an afternoon business meeting, and a
Brothers/family banquet at the grand
old Hotel Bethlehem Saturday night.
More philosophically, the weekend
revolved around the Spirit of Sigma

Phi which burned so brightly in
Bethlehem from 1887-1998.
Conversation with John Pallone
disclosed that that Brother had had
the foresight to buy that particular
Internet address years ago, when the
national organization first launched its
website (www.sigmaphi.org). At the
time, John had no particular strategy
for the site. It lay dormant – an
assigned but empty URL - for years.
When he and Mark and Hans began
blueprinting this year’s reunion opportunity, they knew that the time had
come to launch that website in a very
good and Sigly communications cause.
As of this writing, response to the
reunion opportunity has been strong.
Fully 75 alumni and family members
had committed to making the return
trip to gather in Bethlehem. Clearly,
this was a great Sig idea whose time
had come! Such signs of life in a
chapter so participative in Sig history
over the years was positively heartwarming to this Brother.
Alumnus Sam Laird, L’42, spoke
for many who could not be on hand in
a letter he wrote to event planners:
“When you gather at the Hotel
Bethlehem on November 19, please
extend to all present best regards and
hopes for a Lehigh victory from an old
man and his wife (Nancy, LSS’47) in

Florida who have only fond memories
of Sigma Phi, Lehigh, and the part
that both played in the early days of
our marriage.”
Event planners understood that
the weekend would be a delight for
those who took part. In an important
way, it would also serve to recharge Sig
batteries and cause participants to naturally focus on what the future might
hold for Sigma Phi. They also knew
that the buzz created by such a rare
reunion might cause others who
couldn’t make the trip to want to once
again be in touch with the Alpha.
If you are a Lehigh alumnus and
weren’t contacted by Lehigh’s Alumni
Association, please reach out to
remedy that communications gap.
Send updated contact information to
Alumni Treasurer Mark Rothenberg
via e-mail (rothy1@optonline.net) or
phone (646-522-0367).
Brothers Rothenberg, Pallone,
and Irr understand that being in touch
with as many Lehigh Sigs as possible
is a major enabler for the flame of
Sigma Phi to one day burn brightly
again. While the Lehigh Lafayette
weekend was obviously over that
Sunday, they realize with pride – and
an eye on the future - that memories
Sigs make together are far more
enduring.

Benefit (Continued from Page 6)
“we may have momentarily appeared
cool to the actives, and when does THAT
ever happen?”
At party’s end, before the band had
even finished breaking down the equipment, Johnny Hornung, I’76, asked: “Is
this our First Annual Daze Redux?”
Good question, because isn’t getting
together what it’s all about, Brothers?
And unless we win the lottery, we’ll still
be raising restoration funds for at least
another year. So keep some space on
your calendar for next year’s “Rock the
Wood” and stay tuned. Dr. Zap has
kindly offered to give barbecue lessons
to worthy younger Brothers. I’m not
fooled, though; I figure that’s part
generosity and part selfishness. “The lid
on that old barbecue,” the good doctor
admits, “is gettin’ kinda heavy.”

Convention ’06:
Mark the Date!
The dates for the Society’s 2006 convention are
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, September 15–17.
In a Sig coincidence which can only be described
as cosmic, the Society’s 175th annual convention
coincides with the 175th anniversary of the
founding of the Society’s first missionary chapter!
To enjoy and toast both properly, we’ll
gather at the circa-1912 Hotel Utica in historic
Utica, New York. It promises to be a singular,
memorable Sig weekend.
Additional details will be provided in due time.
In the meanwhile, more information is available
through Randy Fields, ’80, at this e-mail address:
RRGFIELDS@aol.com
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Union: The Quest Continues
by Eric Sharfstein, U’93

connect_eric@hotmail.com

M

any Flame readers know that
Union College has taken
Greek housing away from
those organizations which had private
homes on campus. Nearly two years
ago, the College placed the Greeks in
dorm space at other campus locations.
In response, the Alpha purchased a
nearby off-campus home at 10 Union
Avenue (“10 U”). In order to support
this important project, the Alpha of
New York has been conducting a
fundraising campaign since the Fourth
of March, 2004.
So far, we have had tremendous
participation and the dollars we have
raised are being put to work on projects at 10-U. While we had hoped to
reach our goal of $150,000 by the
Fourth of March 2005, we have decided to extend our efforts beyond that
date. Happily, many Brothers have
taken that extra time to evaluate their
ability to help our efforts as we work to
create a Sigma Phi Place at 10-U of
which we can all be proud.
While we’re a long way from our
goal, the in-progress effort reflects the
best traditions of Sigs supporting
Sigma Phi. To date, our pledges total
well over $60,000, of which we’ve collected more than $50,000. We’ve seen
participation from Brothers initiated as
far back as 1936 and as recently as
2000. Among Union Sigs swung in
recent years, there has been participation from at least one person (and in
many cases four or more) in every U
year from 1988 through 2000. So far,
more than twenty Brothers have made
contributions of $1,000 or more.
In addition to the efforts of our
own chapter, we have received contributions from our Brothers initiated at
Hamilton, Hobart, Vermont,
Wisconsin, Virginia, Cornell, Lehigh,
Williams, Michigan and California. We
are profoundly grateful that you share
in our Sig quest!
Sigma Phi gave all of us something
important during our college years.
What we’re attempting in establishing
an alternate Sigma Phi Place provides
an excellent opportunity to give something back to all who have been

The Schenectady Alpha’s evolving home at 10 Union Avenue

touched by the Alpha of Alphas.
Together, we have a chance to make
sure that Sigma Phi survives - and
thrives - at the birthplace of fraternities.
Contributions are welcome in any
amount. These special contribution
categories have been established:
* Keepers of the Flame:
Up to $199
* Bowie Brothers Society:
$200–499
* Cromwell Society:
$500–999
* 1827 Society:
$1,000–4,999
* The Magic Circle:
$5,000 and up
Contributors to the Bowie Brothers
Society, the Cromwell Society, the 1827
Society and The Magic Circle will be
recognized as such on a plaque to
be placed in 10U commemorating the
Campaign for the Alpha. Each
Brother’s name and initiation year will
be engraved on the plaque. Should
you so desire, you can use your contri-

bution to honor or memorialize another Brother. This simple campaign
option will underscore our Society’s
emphasis on ‘Never Forget.’
Want to know more? Any of these
campaign co-chairs will be glad to
speak with you about our hopes, the
plans which are in place, and the part
that we hope you can play:
* Len Kagan, U’66
631-499-0592
* Eric Sharfstein, U’93
347-564-4899
* Jed Kutzen, U’96
617-694-7372
* Brian Roache, U’97
617-872-2801
To see our progress, go to
www.alphaofnewyork.org.
Donation forms are available online.
Mail donation form and payment
to: Jed Kutzen, 36 East Wyoming
Avenue, Melrose, MA 02176.
Checks should be made payable to
Sigma Phi Society.
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Viele Scholarship:
Generous, Growing Sig Funding Vehicle
by Glenn George, C’82

ggeorge001@yahoo.com

T

he Francis S. Viele Scholarship
Trust awarded $166,000 for the
2005-2006 academic year to 39
very accomplished and academically
promising Sigs. This represents a
record dollar amount distributed in
one year, amply demonstrating the
Society’s unwavering commitment to
the pursuit of Truth through scholarly
endeavor.
Details of the awards by chapter
are shown in the tables below. Please
note that minor adjustments may be
made over time as the Viele Selection
committee learns of individuals who
may have depledged or elected not to
matriculate this academic year.
The applicant pool of 73 was down
slightly from last year, but about the
same as the average over time. Just
over half the applicants received scholarships, consistent with the long-term
historical likelihood of success of
around 50 percent. (Chapters that prescreen applicants, typically through
direct alumni involvement, tend to do
better.) The number of dollars awarded is on a long-term upward trajectory,
reflecting continued growth in the
Viele corpus. Relative to grads, actives
this year performed better than in
years past - an encouraging trend
which may indicate increased awareness of the Viele program among
undergraduates and stronger supporting applications.

The Selection Committee strongly
encourages more Sigs to apply for the
Viele. The Viele remains the largest
scholarship program of any fraternity
or sorority in the country; total awards
will increase over time; and standards
will stay rigorous. Growth in the
endowment puts a premium on identifying well-qualified applicants, whatever their chapters and fields of study.
We therefore need to redouble our
efforts as a Society to encourage appli-

cations from each and every chapter.
Sigma Phi alumni should encourage
any Sig they know who will be pursuing a degree to apply for a Viele.
Applications for 2006-2007 scholarships will be posted on the Sigma Phi
Web site (www.sigmaphi.org) in
January and will be due by April 1,
2006. Sigs with questions about the
Viele program can contact Glenn
“Rusty” George, Ph.D., C’82, at
ggeorge001@yahoo.com.

Number of Awards
Chapter
Michigan
Virginia
Vermont
Cornell
Wisconsin
Union
California
Hobart
Grand Total

Grad
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
0

Undergrad
8
4
6
4
3
2
2
0

Total
9
8
7
5
4
3
3
0

Applicants
16
12
16
9
6
7
4
3

––––––

––––––

––––––

––––––

10

29

39

73

Scholarship Dollars
Chapter
Michigan
Virginia
Vermont
Wisconsin
Cornell
Union
California
Grand Total

Grad
$8,000
$14,000
$6,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$5,000

Undergrad
$33,500
$18,500
$22,000
$17,500
$14,500
$11,000
$7,000

Total
$41,500
$32,500
$28,000
$20,500
$17,500
$14,000
$12,000

–––––––––

––––––––––

––––––––––

$42,000

$124,000

$166,000

Scholars in Residence

D

uring its fall meeting, the S&A
announced its desire to fund a
new program to encourage
academic performance among active
brothers, as well as to encourage
young Sigs in particular to live in our
chapter houses (rather than in off
campus housing).
The program – tentatively called
“Scholars in Residence” - would be
funded by the Viele Scholarship Trust
and would take the form of a scholarship (initial estimate: $500 per year)

for any undergraduate Sig who
achieves a 3.0 GPA in the prior 2
semesters and lives at the Sigma Phi
Place. (Alternate provisions will need
to be made for Hamilton and Union
Sigs since living in fraternity houses
has been banned on those campuses.)
We see such scholarships being driven
by actives who apply and supply transcript copies as proof, not unlike the
Viele process itself.
In order to launch “Scholars”
properly, precise logistical details of

the program are still being worked
through. We need in particular to
ensure that such a program does not
run afoul of any legal or tax constraints for the Viele Trust. Our hope is
that this latest Society promotion of
academic achievement combined with
chapter residence will be up and running to benefit scholarly Sigs in the
2006-2007 academic year.
Stay in touch with your S&A
Delegate for the latest news about
“Scholars in Residence.”
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2005 Hicks Oratorical Contest
ach Sig convention has myriad highlights. Year after
year, the Hicks Oratorical Contest is one of the best.
The Hicks Contest has its origins in 1) the passion
that Oliver Hewlett Hicks, V’1868, had for oratory during
the Society’s early days and 2) the supporting stipend left
to Sigma Phi in Brother Hicks’ will. This year’s contest was
one of the best in recent memory. Six undergraduates representing six different chapters took part. Each oration was
thoughtful, well delivered, and from the heart. Hicks
judges Dave Pauls, M’65, John Strothman, C’57, and David
Farmer, H’89 truly had their work cut out for them as they
formally evaluated their charges on the basis of content,
delivery and originality!
This year’s winner was Cameron Ross-MacCormack,
G’04. His poise was remarkable. Cam’s choice to deliver
his oratory as rhyming verse was probably unprecedented!
This year’s runner-up was Nate Ciccolo, M’02. Second
runner-up was John Mulligan, F’02. Stipends of $400,
$200, and $100 were awarded the top three orators.

E

Cameron Ross-MacCormack, G’04

“Call to the Sigs”
Cameron Ross-MacCormack, G’04
Morning stop. Eyes pop.
Barely breathing, lungs are seething
Mind is calm; body is slow. Stable.
I could not have imagined the Brothers’ brackish
backwater stratagem
Designed to bamboozle befuddle and beguile.
That they had been knowing all of the while was teaching
and lesson upon guidance upon test to procure the
best Sigs for the lion of the west.

Lend me your mind and I’ll show you a place
A land without time a land without space
An infinite bipolar reality,
Requiring cutthroat charge and a marching mentality.
We are the men of the Sigma Phi
We are the men who will not deny that the power and
majesty go beyond the eye
Please hear my call to the men
My call to the men of the Sigma Phi.

So please follow me now to our sanctuary
I promise to be sick **, I’ll try not to be scary.

Hear my call; Hear my call!
Hear it far and hear it wide.
Feel the tremors of the coming tide.

We are the men of the Sigma Phi
We are the Serps in grasses so high.
We have the Heart that will never die
We are the men of the Sigma Phi.

So raise up your hands to the men inside
And after many a year has passed us by
All the while under the watchful eye of the Sigs who’ve
lived and the Sigs who’ve died.

Hold your heads up to the world outside
Hold tight! tight! To the mane of
The gallant steed we ride
In worldly men choose not to confide
And “never forget” the Sigs who have died.

For we are the men of the Sigma Phi
We have the Heart that will never die
We are the men of the Sigma Phi!

We are the men of the Sigma Phi
We hold the truth that will never lie
We make the ladies say ‘ooh! my my!’
For we are the men of the Sigma Phi.

Night. Stop. Eyes drop.
Breathing slows, bellows blow
Drift. Return. Stable.

** sick – modern vernacular translating to ‘skilled’
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SPEF: A Look Back
by Dave Pauls, M’65

davendavid@sbcglobal.net

T

At the Society’s annual Sig convention in 1983 in Ann Arbor,
several veteran (read ‘graying’)
Sigs were deliberately exploring ideas
for making more funds available to
support Sigma Phi’s undergraduate
chapters. Some knew that many fraternities had formed educational foundations as mechanisms for encouraging
greater alumni support by offering tax
deductions for contributions for educational activities.
Even then, Sigma Phi Society had
for decades operated programs to promote scholastic achievement and intellectual development by its undergraduate Brothers. There were annual recognition and cash awards to chapters
with the highest and most improved
GPAs. The Society paid for the insignia
for any Brother recognized by a
national honorary scholastic organization such as Phi Beta Kappa. Sigma Phi
sponsored a public speaking competition - the Hicks Oratorical Contest - at
each annual convention. Excellence in
local newsletter publication was also
recognized. In the mid-1980’s, Sigma
Phi had implemented what has
become the most extensive academic
scholarship program among all fraternities - the annual Francis S. Viele
Scholarship awards. Several chapters
had programs to bring undergraduate
Brothers into close contact with faculty
and distinguished scholars on their
campuses at the local Sigma Phi
Places. The Cornell chapter in particular had long run its university’s major
speakers program – called Oliphant hosting stays on campus by visiting dignitaries in a special guest suite at the
chapter house, and encouraging at
least one informal speech by the visitor
at the Sigma Phi Place.
“Why,” one particularly bold middle-aged brother asked, “doesn’t Sigma
Phi form its own educational foundation? With such an organization, Sigma
Phi could leverage the existing academic programs of the Society, creating new ones as the concepts and
funds became available from among its
famously generous alumni.” Much
enthusiasm was quickly generated with-

Dave Pauls, M’65

in that small formative group of alumni, and the excitement spread to
almost every Sig who heard about what
would soon be called The Sigma Phi
Educational Foundation.
One key new concept for the
Educational Foundation was to help
the Society by finding ways to fund
support for portions of the various
chapter houses. Library and study
room grants had already been
approved in concept by IRS regulations covering such educational foundations.
Within a year of that 1984 convention, all the required organizing and
legal formulation was done to establish
the new Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation. A founding capital fund
drive was held to establish a corpus for
the Foundation, and this fund drive
was followed by 14 annual giving campaigns. Funds came into the
Foundation from alumni of every
chapter, including the Alpha of
Massachusetts. In addition to the general annual, undesignated gifts, many
special gifts have been received by the
Foundation to fund various educational programs at one chapter or another.
One central concept has guided
the Foundation from the very beginning: maintain flexibility in supporting
Society educational activities, within
the legal bounds of the Foundation’s
charitable educational purpose estab-

lished by its Internal Revenue Code
designation as a charitable IRC 501 (c)
(3) organization. Always keeping within the limits of the law, we knew that
there were many as-yet-unidentified,
creative ways to employ the
Foundation mechanism to make Sigma
Phi stronger. We believed we could
convince Sig alumni to give even more
generously to the cause through the
avenue of tax-deductible contribution.
Shortly after forming the
Foundation in 1985, a dynamic new
idea arose from the Alpha of
California. Two Sigma Phi Places - in
Berkeley, CA and Madison, WI - had
already been designated United States
National Historic Landmarks due to
their architectural significance. With
tax-deductible funding from several
generous Sigs, the Sigma Phi
Educational Foundation undertook a
project to seek a breakthrough special
letter ruling from the IRS. The soughtafter ruling would, for the first time,
allow contributions by Sigma Phi members to maintain the National Historic
Landmark Sigma Phi Place in
Berkeley, California (also known as the
Thorsen Residence, a famous Arts &
Crafts execution by architects Greene
& Greene) to be income tax
deductible to Sigma Phi Brothers.
Under tax law, such contributions were
already deductible to anyone outside
Sigma Phi who donated to maintain
the historic landmark so long as such
donations were channeled through a
properly organized charitable institution. In 1997, the Sigma Phi
Educational Foundation was successful
in convincing the IRS to grant this
breakthrough ruling, opening the
door to other chapters similarly situated. Once again, Sigma Phi led the way
for all fraternities in achieving this ruling, despite the fact that Sigma Phi was
a relative latecomer among educational foundations.
Since that time, several chapters
have found additional creative ways to
properly employ the Educational
Foundation in various chapter
strengthening efforts. The refurbishment of a (Continued on next page)
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SPEF (Continued from Page 11)
library and study room at one chapter
was funded through contributions to
the Foundation. Another chapter
recently announced that it was creating a new library in the chapter house,
and would seek funding through the
Foundation. The Foundation has
recently funded broadband, highspeed Internet connections for all of
the Sigma Phi chapters.
Those chapters with housing
arrangements separating the student
desk study areas from bedroom/sleeping areas may seek funding through
the Foundation to maintain such study
areas. The Foundation may also grant
annual operational funds for a chapter’s more formal library and study
facilities. Thus heating, electrical,
water, taxes and repair expenses for
these areas (only) may be funded
through the Foundation. Further,
properly administered scholarship
grants can be made by the Foundation
to undergraduate Brothers to cover
room and board in the chapter house.
If all the many ways the Sigma Phi

Educational Foundation can support
the academic activities of the undergraduate chapters were funded with
tax-deductible alumni contributions,
it’s clear that the Society would be
incredibly strengthened. Not only
would such alumni contributions
assure the future of the Society, they
would also inevitably help propel our
undergraduate chapters in a very positive direction, very much in concert
with the basic educational purpose of
their host institutions.
For these reasons and more, the
Sigma Phi Educational Foundation is
one of those rare “everyone wins”
arrangements. The generous support
that so many Sigs have provide since
1985 underscores this, and promises
good things for our collective future
as a Society.

What I Saw (Continued from Page 3)
banquet crowd of 150 people mingling
and having a great time. I watched
toastmaster Bob Mersereau’s elation
and warmth from the podium! I saw
George Mercer, M’68, and Mike
Imirie, M’69, graciously and deservingly accept the Society’s prestigious
“Brown Service Award.” I listened with
respect to the launch of an important
capital campaign for the Alpha of
Michigan. I enjoyed Hank Newnan,
M’47, telling stories and making banquet-goers laugh. I saw tables of Sig
Sisters and Brothers sitting together
with members from other chapters. I
watched as my friend, Jim Jenkins,
S’58, Chairman Emeritus, graciously
stepped down as Chairman and
Marshal Solem, F’79, masterfully took
up the reins. I joined 150 Sig brothers
singing “The Thrice Illustrious” and
having our pictures taken together.
I viewed alumni from all chapters,
undergraduates from all chapters,
Sig Sisters and friends of the house
all enjoying an après-banquet party
with a marvelous jazz band at 907
Lincoln Avenue.

Finally, I saw a farewell brunch
with many with many tired smiles,
handshakes, and hugs until we meet
again one year hence in Utica, New
York.
It was my pleasure to see so many
Sig things on that glorious weekend. I
watched a well-prepared, well-oiled

Need more information about the
Sigma Phi Educational Foundation?
Contact SPEF President
Dell Hutchinson, I’71, at
dellhutchinson@yahoo.com.

Since the last
issue of the Flame
in June, we have
been notified of
the deaths of the
following Brothers:
Alfred Bernard III, S’59 . . . 11 November 05
Edward Hiett, M’43 . . . . . . . 27 March 05
Wendell Hutchinson Jr., I’44 . . 8 June 05
Gilbert M.Kiggins, C’50 . . . . 13 May 2005
Cluny MacPherson, W’38 . . . 4 January 05
DeCourcy W. Orrick III, S’70 . 24 June 05
John Osmond, V’66 . . . . . . 8 February 05
James A. Purdy, C’41 . . . . . . 28 August 05
Richard A. Rehmus, M’43 . . 8 September 03
Bernard T. Rocca Jr., I’34 . . . . . 18 July 05
Henry F. Slingerland, W’35 . . . 22 May 05
Albert C. Spaulding, V’34 . . 17 August 05
Thomas Towell, F’50 . . . . . . . . 30 May 05
John Van Ingen, G’41 . . . . 19 October 05
William T. Waste, I’43 . . . . . . . . 18 July 05

hosting chapter stage a very successful
National Convention. I saw laughter,
hilarity and smiles associated with both
old and new friendships. Underlying
it all, I once again witnessed the virtues
of Friendship, Love and Truth
personified and played out in the
best of venues.

Convention Hallmark: Sig alumni & wives gather at the Alpha
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News of
INTEREST
Jack Beal, L’37
johnbeal2004@comcast.net
“I still live in Tucson, AZ where it’s a little
‘toasty’ as I write (June, 2005). I volunteer at
a local hospital, work on a number of Rotary
Club projects and play a little golf. I just
returned from an Alaskan cruise, my first
cruise since the one sponsored by Uncle Sam
during WWII, and I cannot say enough good
things about my recent trip. The weather was
perfect, the scenery outstanding and the shipboard comforts and food were superb. I know
many have made the trip and share my enthusiasm, but for those who have not been in
Alaska, I say, go and go soon. Global warming is shrinking the glaciers!”
Chuck Clerici, U’92
clericicm@yahoo.com
“Moved up to Vermont after a bunch of years
in Stamford, CT. Got engaged Labor Day
weekend. Life is good. Laura and I are hopeful of moving to the Saratoga area later this
fall/early winter. Happy holidays to all you
Sigs and your families.”
Bill Corey, M’67
William corey@aol.com
“We are living in Sofia, Bulgaria, where I am
the Deputy Director of the Anglo-American
School. With a new school and campus
presently under construction and the start of
yet another school year last week, it’s an
impossible time to leave. After I graduated
from Michigan, I taught school in Mt.
Clemens, Michigan for five years and then
moved overseas never to look back. My teaching and administrative journeys have taken
me to Tehran, Dubai, Dhahran, The Hague,
Manila, Taipei, Xiamen China, Subic Bay and
now to eastern Europe. After my daughter
was born thirteen years ago my wife and I
decided we all needed a place to call home,
so we bought a house in Ann Arbor.
Unfortunately, we rarely see fall and spring
but we do enjoy our time at Christmas and in
the summer.”
Thomas W. Cranmer, M’69
cranmer@millercanfield.com
Tom has recently become the 71st President
of Michigan’s Bar Association, a year long
leadership opportunity. Tom has practiced
law for 30 years, ever since earning his JD
from Northern Ohio University. In addition
to considerable experience as a criminal
defense attorney in high profile cases in
metro Detroit, he brings a real passion for the
law and remarkable communications skills to
the role.
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John. F. Craver, C’49
jcraver@mycyberlink.net
“Doing expert witness work and certified in
arbitration, mediation, and issue review
board. I have six granddaughters!”

Jeffrey A. Neuman, G’89
jneuman@gsbalum.uchicago.edu
“I am living in Tenafly, NJ, with my wife
Candice, and two sons, Hunter (3) and
Jack (1).”

David L. Dallas, Jr. S’79
ddallas@williamsmullen.com
“As part of my mid-life crisis, I went to the
Baltimore Orioles 2005 Fantasy Baseball
Camp and joined another fraternity of sorts.
After playing 14 games in Sarasota in
February, one at Camden Yards in June and
six at Abner Doubleday Field in Cooperstown
in August, my youth is again restored. I highly
recommend the experience for all Sig ball
players.”

Allen K. Miller, U’64
amiller@earthlink.net
“Still enjoy teaching physics at Naples High
School as well as playing guitar and singing
with my rock band ‘Bent Fender.’ I have
returned to Union Homecoming for 4 of the
last 5 years and have great fun meeting new
brothers.”

J. Hornor Davis IV, S’72
“Several members of the Serpentine Club
gathered November 6 to celebrate the 50th
birthday of former president Caldwell Davis,
S’75. He returned to his birthplace of
Charleston, WV, and was feted by myself and
joined by many others including Baird
Hansen, S’73. Baird and Caldwell were roommates at UVa and business partners for many
years in NYC. Caldwell now resides in
Wilmington, DE.”

Jeremy J. Eichler, S’94
doodmail@yahoo.com
“Married Aude Medori, 2003. Moved to
France and opened “1’Atelier 43” in Cannes.
(Studio 42, Art Gallery).”
Jean-Paul LaFleur, S’87
jeanpaullafleur@hotmail.com
“My wife, Amantha, and I are about to celebrate the second birthday of our first son
Zachary LaFleur and are expecting our second son, Lucas, to arrive in January.”
Godfrey Long, Jr. S’61 skisgml@aol.com
“I have completed my term as President of
the Board of Directors of DMIA, a National
Printing Association for North America. I was
elected to serve as Chairman of the Board of
Trustees for PERF, the Printing Education
and Research Foundation of North America.”
Douglas A.J. Mockett, G’63
“Our twin boys are now 24 and studying hard
in college. Sonia and I have enjoyed 26 years
together. Still racing vintage cars all over. Just
back from La Carrera Panamericana, a 2400
mile rally the length of Mexico. Won it in
2002, but blew the engine sky high on Day 2
of 7. But stayed on to enjoy 5 days of partying.
Still flying as well, mainly between California
and the Virgin Islands where we live much of
the time. On our 5th plane, a Cessna CJ2
which is wonderful and does everything it is
supposed to. CJ3 on order for delivery 4/07.
Visited Hobart last month while racing at
Watkins Glen and pleased to say the campus
looks just terrific!”

Send your News of Interest to Sigma Phi National Headquarters, PO Box 4633, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-4633

Christopher J.A. Parker, M’48
Chantey-rye@yahoo.com
“Have been retired for 5 years after 25 years
as an investment counselor for Merrill Lynch
in the Greenwich, CT office. Still actively
singing with several groups - University Glee
Club of the City of New York and the Off
Sounders capella group of 10 men. Tennis is
still on the schedule, hopefully at least twice
a week.”
Barry Rosenberg, U’80 br@econoco.com
“Just celebrated 9th anniversary with Robin
and living in Laurel Hollow, NY on the North
Shore of Long Island. CEO of Econoco
Corporation and Mendo Mannequins, suppliers to major national chain stores. Also
Chapter Chairman of Young Presidents
Organization (YPO) on Long Island. Any
other YPOers out there, let me know!”
Frank T. Sindoni, G’84
“I have three children: Isabella (5), Matteo
(3), and Marco (4 months).”
Kevin P. Smith,V’96 KPSV96@gmail.com
“I moved to Cape Cod in March ’05. Now
practicing as an Emergency Vet at a 24-hour
hospital in Boston. I also got engaged in
December and will be married in June ’06.”
John W. Snape, G’51
snapej@msn.com
“Three-time Lacrosse All-American, inducted
into the Hobart Hall of Fame 2003”
Gilbert H. Stannard, F’41
“I have a Sig Brother living in one of the
Villas here in the retirement setting of
Scandia Village, WI. He is Bob Yeomans. He
must be about F’38. We were together in
1940-1941. The Yeomans and we are doing as
well as can be expected for a bunch of us in
our 80’s. BSL”
Carl Sundstrom,V’56 Cwsjr.sd@cox.net
“I’ve recently been in telephone contact with
Ben Black and Joe Ecclesine, both Vermont
Sigs of the 1956-1958 era. Enjoyed catching
up with their lives of the past years.”
Dan Yemin, M’88
“I am a psychologist in private practice in suburban Philadelpha. I continue to perform
and record in my bands, Paint it Black and
Lifetime.”
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Roll Call
by Bill Cohen, F’90
exponent@billcohen.com
t’s difficult to talk about being in
Iraq without sounding self-absorbed.
As I write these words, I hope you’ll
permit me to run that risk. Today is my
17 month anniversary in Baghdad working for the Army’s Rapid Equipping
Force (REF). I’m writing while flying on
a circa-1962 C-130 between Baghdad and
Mosul in the north of Iraq. By the time
you read this, I will be working on my
18th and last month in Iraq. Enough
is enough.
I’ve written about my job working
with the REF before; we seek capability
gaps relating to soldier safety and find a
way to fill those gaps. We work on everything from clandestine cameras and listening devices to small robots that can
inspect suspicious packages on the roadways. We work on ideas that sometimes
seem crazy…like blowing trash off roadways. Whatever soldiers say they need high tech or low tech - we try to help.
Our robots have been used successfully
on hundreds of missions throughout the
country helping to prevent soldiers and
insurgent bombs from getting too close
to each other. The best news is that the
troops here will soon receive 300 of the
newest robots of our design. Anything
we can do to help keep a soldier away
from a suspected bomb is something
worth doing and doing as big as
possible.
I’ll tell you about my day, but first
you have to know that there will be a sad
ending. As I walked to my truck this
morning, a massive explosion shook our
base at Camp Victory with the subsequent giant plume of smoke. And I
thought, “That’s a big one…gotta get
going.” Only at dinner did I see on TV
that five US soldiers were killed on the
infamous “Route Irish” that connects the
airport to the Green Zone. Even when
these terrible events occur only a few
kilometers away, it gets too easy to disconnect from those things that don’t
directly impact the self. I can understand
why, to a large degree, people have
tuned out from the conflict. It all just
gets to be too much, I suppose. This is
not the sad ending for my story, just dayto-day reality.
Yesterday I worked on several different projects. My enthusiasm is always
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Bill Cohen with an Iraqi family in a Baghdad bazaar

tempered by the sobering reality that we
only make a small overall difference.
Every lethal explosion I hear drives that
point home…and so we put our heads
down and keep working. Soon, someone
else will do that work in my place - it is
about time to go. But that’s not about
my day.
We all went to the Morale, Welfare
and Recreation Center to play horseshoes and volleyball and to conduct a
“Hail and Farewell.” That’s Army speak
for a gathering that recognizes outgoing
people of the unit and welcomes the
new command and support staff. We’re
in the midst of another change of
personnel here, with all its subsequent
relearning. Seems like I’ve been here
forever.
It always feels surreal to be goofing
around and barbequing when the smoke
rises and the helicopters zoom past so
low. One of our REF soldiers was just in
my lab and told me that he played
dodge ball and rugby today (dodge
ball?). Also, I saw flag football, softball,
and a basketball tourney around the
post. Life is going on in all sorts of different ways on both sides of the wall. But
that’s not really about my day, either.
After thoroughly whooping the bad
guys in volleyball and eating a fairly
decent steak (well, except for the
gazillion flies trying to eat it with me), it
was time to go. We had to ready ourselves to attend the memorial service for
a 20 year old soldier from a battalion
with whom we work frequently. How
quickly we go from mirth to ‘Iraqi
Reality’ around here.
The deceased GI was Specialist
Jeremy M. Hodge from Ohio. I never

met him, but I work with many of the
young soldiers who called him a brother.
The chapel was full to the brim with his
fellow soldiers looking for some way to
say goodbye. Under every seat, a rifle. At
the podium were the battalion leadership and one seemingly out-of-place
young man. I saw many familiar faces,
most of them teary-eyed. After nearly 10
months, you see, Jeremy was the very
first soldier from this battalion to be
killed. One month from going home. As
dangerous as it is here, it’s uncanny that
he could be the first.
Theological and secular words were
spoken. Respects were paid by the
division commander and assorted
mucky-mucks. A fellow soldier sang a
haunting song. His platoon leader spoke
with a trace of anger. His platoon mates
sat up front and sobbed. And then that
other young man rose to the podium
and introduced himself as Platoon Mate
and Best Friend. You could feel a
palpable, collective gasp. During his
quiet and tearful soliloquy, he told us
that he and Jeremy went to high school
together, graduated together, lived
together, joined the military together,
went to war together…but, in the end,
would not come home together. It was
simply…. impossibly sad. I’m sure
Specialist Hodge would have been proud
that his buddy just barely managed to
keep it together. I was proud for him,
but his grief was not mine. We attended
to pay respects to his fellow soldiers and
show support. It was their day to mourn
a brother.
But, of course, there was something
for me, too. The memorial service
induced me to ponder the nature of
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This truck carries a turbine debris blower for separating the ubiquitous trash on Iraqi roadways from potential IEDs.

brotherhood and of friendship. I think
of my best friends - what we went
through to become that close, and how
much they mean to me. How the essence
of a friendship is engraved around the
soul so that time and distance separating
personal contact is irrelevant. And, after
a time, it doesn’t matter if we each feel
the same way; I love my best friends
unconditionally…I guess this actually is
about my day.
Next comes a ceremonial Roll Call.
The First Sergeant stands in the rear of
the chapel and calls roll for the platoon
as if they were lining up for a new
mission. A name from the platoon is
called. “Here, First Sergeant!” comes the
reply. Another is called. Once again, an
affirmative reply. The voices are strong
voices, young voices – clear as a bell.
Then, “Specialist Hodge! … Specialist
Hodge! … Specialist Jeremy…M….
Hodge!” Absolute silence for what seems
like forever. Then, BANG!…. BANG!…
BANG! … Three measured shots ring
out, shocking in their volume and

intensity. A lone soldier sounds “Taps”
on his bugle. It was a powerful, brutal
moment….played out much too
frequently lately.
In such a short time, probably nothing can produce such brotherhood as
does the shared experience of war. This
speaks to why I think so many of us value
our time at Sigma Phi so highly. In
Sigma Phi, we don’t have the “luxury” of
creating lasting bonds through the utter
intensity of war (thankfully). By choosing a life that involves the Society, we
choose the potential for a decades long
association - the commitment to a
special Brotherhood and its kindred
friendships. Sigma Phi represents a place
of reckoning for me. I wanted in from
the very first moment I walked up to the
Madison Sigma Phi Place. Because I
knew from those first moments what it
could represent.
I can still conjure the smell of that
wood on the front porch and in the living room fireplace during a frigid
December night. I can feel the leather

chairs in the library, hear the stairs and
the porch swing creak, and see a memorial to a fallen Brother in the backyard. I
can hear my friends’ voices and remember them as they were and see them as
they now are. Strong voices…clear as a
bell. These are the casings to all the relationships that began and flourished during many years as an active and even
more as an alum a long way from home.
I still crack up at the stupid jokes and
absurd situations we created for ourselves. I can relive all the great traditions
Sigs work so hard to preserve. I can go
back again and again to see my Brothers
and renew bonds, forge new ones, and
infuse my senses with the reality of a
place that contains the essences of all
those times we spent together: the good,
the tough, the happy and the sad. To
choose this life means to choose valuing
each other. Being a member of Sigma
Phi has not changed me…it has
enhanced me. I’m comforted that, when
I call out your names, retorts still ring
true from around the world.
And there you have my reverie – a
moment of ‘Iraqi Reality’ and the connection to my Brothers a world away.
The goodbyes will go on and on and
the young soldiers who are weeks away
from going home will continue with
their missions. When the war gets too
abstract, I can bring to mind Jeremy
Hodge and the best friend who will carry
on without him. Writing about Vietnam
experiences in his fictional The Things
They Carried, author Tim O’Brien
describes the death of a best friend
through many chapters. In the end,
O’Brien finally informs his readers that
it was not a “war story” but a “love story.”
For me, this bottom line was crystal
clear during that lonely Baghdad roll
call.

Windy City to Host 2006 Flagship
he Society’s flagship March 4th
banquet will be held this year in
Chicago on Saturday, March
11th. The semi-annual business of the
Standing & Advisory Committe and
Educational Foundation will be held in
the morning and afternoon, followed by
a cocktail hour and sumptuous banquet
for all Sigs and their wives/guests at

T

some as-yet-undetermined metro
Chicago location. Watch your mail for
more details on the meeting and banquet venue and registration information. In the meantime, if you have any
questions or would like to lend a hand,
please contact banquet organizer
David R. Farmer, H’89 at 773-784-7881
or dfarme1@uic.edu.
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And when the morning
ig readers understand
came, he knew what he
that there’s a tradihad to do. “It’s my Sig
tion within Sigma Phi
duty to rescue this Society
which holds that badges
archana from worldlings,”
belonging to departed
he mused.
Brothers are to be returned
Interpreting duty in
to the various Sigma Phi
this way represented a true
Places for perpetual safeleap of faith, for – in these
keeping. In recent years,
high tech times – Len
that convention has caused
1800s badge example
remains an enthusiastic
more and more attention to
computer non-user! He never went to
be focused on “rescuing” badges which
the eBay site to inspect the merchansomehow fall into public hands.
dise. He authorized the purchase of this
Len Kagan, U’66, is perhaps the
19th century heirloom sight unseen….
most recent rescuer. He received an
The sale was consummated just
unexpected call one evening this past
days ahead of Union’s homecoming,
fall from active Gordon Carlson, U’03,
and Len was able to show it to the 24
who reported that another Sig badge
new pledges during their alumni interwas being offered on eBay. This one
view as an example of the posterity of
was venerable; it once belonged to
Sigma Phi.
David Benson Page, U’1874.
Brother Kagan plans to wear it in
It was also valuable. Crafted in the
place of his own badge in the future.
days before standardized fraternity jewHe knows that, in so doing, he’ll bring a
elry, it featured 20 hand cut diamonds
departed Brother at least fleetingly to
in place of today’s more familiar pearls.
life….and make David Benson Page,
It was oversized, measuring just over
U’1874, more than a mere benefactor
3/4" square. The seller advertised its
name in our Catalogue.
weight at just over 11.7 grams, easily
twice what a current badge weighs. It
was formed of 14K gold.
(Footnote: In fact, Len recognized the
This venerable piece was advertised
Page name from a lesson he and all
on eBay at $700+ dollars. That amount
Union Sigs must memorize during pledgeinstantly took it out of the realm of
ship. David Benson Page, Jr, U’1912 – the
things that the chapter could afford.
son of the badge’s original owner – lost
Rather than being defeated, that’s why
his life in World War I. Union Sigs must
Gordon called Len. And that’s why Len learn about him and all Sig war dead from
ultimately bought it. He didn’t buy it
a plaque which commemorates their ultiright away, however. Instead, that
mate sacrifice. Len was doubly pleased to
thoughtful grad Brother slept on the
recognize this family connection in the
possibilities: slept fitfully, Len confesses. badge he was able to ’bring home.’)
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